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Energiewende

Joined a  
micro grid 

yet?

ormera.ch – smart energy billing

Make life easier for yourself.  
Automate.
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Foreword

The new Energy Act means that decentralised 
production of electricity and billing of electric 
power are now open to everybody. Anyone 
exploiting this opportunity is also faced with a 
range of new challenges, as managing and  
invoicing micro grids or an SCC is a complex 
administrative task. 

Ormera automates the entire  
process – from meter readings to withdrawals 
from accounts.

Self-consumption 
community

Photovoltaic systems all  
over Switzerland are creating 
small-scale, decentralised 
power stations.

Since 2018, operators of 
solar systems in Switzerland 
have been able to sell the 
power they generate directly 
in their own district.

Want to promote 
the energy  
transition?
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Product overviewProduct overview

Ormera helps  
 you master  
 the challenge

As an energy service provider, property manager  
or solar operator, do you administer a micro grid or 
an SCC (self-consumption community)?
Then sit back while Ormera, as a white-label  
product, takes care of electricity billing for you –  
automatically, transparently and reliably.

Use Ormera flexibly, regardless of the distribution 
network, degree of market regulation or existing 
(metering) systems.

Your advantages at a glance:

  Intuitive dashboard

  Transparent self consumption and production

  Billing at dynamic rates  
through smart contracts

  Automated debt collection process

  Minimum administrative effort

  High degree of data security thanks to  
blockchain technology

  Low subscription rates without fixed costs

  Direct customer contact thanks to  
the white-label solution

  Numerous other functions and  
scalability
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Features

No  
compromises

Digitise your meter-to-cash process via a transparent, 
future-oriented Swiss blockchain with a high level 
of data security. 

Manage your consumer community with speed and 
ease through the Ormera portal, from contractual 
establishment of your SCC to operative changes of 
tenants.

In addition to energy billing, you can also take  
advantage of other functions via the platform, such 
as e-mobility and battery storage billing and direct 
handling of your processes with the most varied 
stakeholders.

Energy transition

Micro grid &  
SCC processes

Investor model

Energy billing

E-mobility

Battery storage

Trade certificate  
of origin & electricity Other ancillary costs Energy management

Heating, gas, water

Blockchain

Profit from numerous functions

Future functions



Maintain  
your  
overview
You can find all relevant KPIs 
relating to power production 
and consumption in your SCC 
intuitively on the clearly arranged 
dashboard.

Outstanding and settled  
invoices of dwelling units

Production and consumption  
over the course of time

Net earnings from own 
production and grid usage

Self-consumption and  
sales as proportion  
of overall production

Dashboard
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Dashboard
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References and partners

Our partners 
know why

“Ormera is the optimum solution  
for the management of our area of  
Erlifeld with its 116 meters. This  
platform offers the latest technology 
and takes care of billing for the use  
of solar power that we produce  
ourselves. It's simple, fully automated 
and transparent at all time.”

Dr Hans-Kaspar Scherrer, CEO Eniwa AG
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Company

We  
know 
how

Ormera was born of an innova-
tion project from PostFinance 
and Energie Wasser Bern as  
a response to the Swiss energy 
strategy. 

We have been on the market  
as an independent start-up 
since the summer of 2019,  
developing this platform further 
each day as an agile and  
future-oriented solution. As a 
trustworthy partner, we can  
advise you on all energy  
questions – proficiently, net-
worked and highly committed.

Matthias Egli 
Sales & Co-Founder

Fabian Baerlocher 
Product & Co-Founder

Angela Bönzli 
Marketing

Yannick Berberat 
Product

Seline Ueltschi 
Product

A start-up from:

Barbara Jordan 
Sales

Peter Berchtold 
Operation & Co-Founder
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Contact

We make compli-
cated things easy  
for you. Join us  
in promoting the  
energy transition.

#Decentralisation
#Decarbonisation
#Digitalisation

info@ormera.ch
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Ormera

ormera.ch – smart energy billing


